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Problem Definition

● Image-level corruptions and perturbations 
degrade the performance of DL-based 
vision models.

● CNNs are not robust to the image-level 
corruptions and perturbations for the 
downstream vision tasks.

● Social media filters are one of the most 
common resources of various corruptions 
and perturbations.
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Approach

● These distractive factors can be alleviated by recovering the original images with 
their pure style.

● Assumption: Filters substantially inject additional style information to the images.
● Prior work [1] refers this task as reverse style transfer where the additional style 

information is removed to obtain the pure style.
● Attacks the problem by normalizing the affine parameters (i.e., extracted by VGG) 

with the help of adaptive normalization.



Our Methodology

● Following the same assumption in the prior work, we formulate the problem 
statement as follows:

~X = T(X)

where X and ~X are RGB images (i.e., original and filtered), and T is the 
transformation function applies the filters. Since finding T-1 is ill-posed, we try to 
find F, the best approximation to T, as follows:

X = F(~X)



Our Methodology

● We employ multi-layer patch-wise contrastive learning strategy, inspired by [2]. 
Extending the strategy, we propose isolated patch sampling module that distills the 
content and style information.
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Experimental Setup

● Dataset: IFFI Dataset (i.e., 9600 high-resolution images)
● Resolution: 256 × 256
● Optimizer: Adam (β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999)
● Learning Rates: 

○ Generator: 2 × 10−4 , 
○ Discriminator: 10−4 
○ Patch Sampler: 10-5

● Temperature (τ): 0.07
● Batch Size: 8
● Machine: 2 × NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti



Qualitative Results
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Impact on Downstream Tasks



Impact on Downstream Tasks



Limitations

● Volume and diversity of the dataset
● Consistency loss (i.e., expensive and restrictive)
● Designed as pre-processor
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Thanks for listening!

Source Code: https://github.com/birdortyedi/cifr-pytorch

Demo: https://huggingface.co/spaces/birdortyedi/cifr-pytorch
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